Tokio Marine North America Services (TMNAS)

Introduced a continuous integration, testing, and deployment cycle

Leveraging UFT One saved 1,500+ man hours

Reduced application release time. Cut test execution time by 80%.

Harvard Pilgrim Healthcare

Increased test automation from 15% to 75%.

UFT One integrated with Micro Focus ALM/AGM cut defects in half

Vodafone Qatar

Provided a single repository for all testing artifacts, creating a comprehensive knowledge base

Reduced time-per-test by 68%

Reduced testing costs by 20%

Enhanced application quality and reduced time-to-market

Amdocs

Created an automated testing solution using Micro Focus UFT One and Micro Focus ALM/QC

Improved software quality and increased stability

Reduced time-to-market by 35%

Oceanwide

Achieved 80% application coverage

New testing third-party components 10x faster

Executes full suite of tests in half the time

Implemented new scripts 67% faster

The ability to re-use tests saves 75%-100% script development time

See how UFT One helps companies significantly reduce the time, complexity and cost of functional testing while driving continuous quality and improving time-to-value.